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AN OVERVIEW

Wikipedia, as most are aware, is the free online encyclopedia that covers nearly everything. Almost anyone can edit it, and nearly everybody reads it. As of June 2011, it had over 3.6 million articles in the English language of which approximately 23,000 pertained to the practice of medicine, and 6,700 discussed aspects of pharmacology. The medical pages in a given month receive between 150 and 200 million page views\textsuperscript{1} while the pharmacology content receives approximately 35 million.\textsuperscript{2} For the entire encyclopedia, 40,000 people make more than five edits each month,\textsuperscript{3} though a much smaller number of editors are actively involved with medicine. However, users involved with WikiProject Medicine are a dedicated group of volunteer physicians, students, and non-professionals with the goal of providing people with free access to reliable, understandable, and current health information.\textsuperscript{4}

WIKIPEDIA’S AUDIENCE

Wikipedia has become extensively used by medical professionals and the lay public alike. It was ranked the fifth most popular website on the Internet according to Google in 2011\textsuperscript{5} after becoming one of the 10 most popular sites in 2007.\textsuperscript{6}

In Europe, a 2011 survey found that 60 % of physicians used Wikipedia for professional purposes,\textsuperscript{7} which is similar to estimates of physician usage in other developed countries.\textsuperscript{8} In 2009, 35 % to 72 % of United States pharmacists admitted to its use,\textsuperscript{9,10} and over half of e-patients consulted it.\textsuperscript{4}

While Wikipedia provides information of significant quality, further efforts are needed. Of the top 100 most viewed medical articles, only 24 % where deemed high quality and had passed a semi-formal review; for the medical project as a whole, this was less than 1 %.\textsuperscript{10} Still, in 2005, when Wikipedia was only four years of age, it compared favourably with the Encyclopaedia Britannica on a selection of scientific articles.\textsuperscript{11}

REASONS TO EDIT

So why get involved? There are many reasons and a few that have played a role for me are expanded on below.

As Wikipedia is written for a general audience, it has given me practice communicating complicated ideas in language that is easily accessible. In addition, it has forced me to explore the literature behind my clinical practice: I have frequently found what I was taught in medical school is more nuanced than I may have been led to believe. At the same time, Wikipedia has taught me critical reading, which has made me better equipped to deal with less reliable sources of information such as pharmaceutical representatives.

Also, I have had the opportunity to join people interested in medicine and to maintain an academic practice far from an academic centre. As Wikipedia is what many of my colleagues and patients are using, I feel an obligation to ensure the content is of high quality. What I write on Wikipedia matters as it is freely and easily accessible, due in part to its open source license and non-profit foundation.

As an added bonus to UBC health science students, Wikimedia Canada, the Canadian chapter of Wikimedia Inc, is offering a scholarship to whomever makes the most significant contribution to Wikipedia’s medical content. Application for the first award will hopefully begin in the fall of 2011 and will be awarded in early 2012. Applications will be found at http://wikimedia.ca/wiki/Scholarship_application.
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HOW TO EDIT

Learning how to edit is relatively easy with few technical hurdles. Learning the community norms can take a little more time when one starts, but most are intuitive. A more in-depth look at how to edit has been published in the journal Public Library of Science, but I will provide a short overview here.12

Wikipedia’s content creation is based on three core principles: verifiability, a neutral point of view, and no original research. The first, the principle of verifiability, means that every point that is added needs to be referenced. A neutral point of view implies that appropriate attention needs to be given to competing ideas, and the “no original research” rule reinforces the first point that attribution is required. As encyclopedia writers, we are here to reflect the current state of knowledge on a topic as presented by significant sources. For medicine, these sources are typically review articles published in peer reviewed journals within the previous five years or statements by major national or international organizations.13

Once you have found a suitable reference on PubMed or Google Scholar, summarize the content, and click the blue [edit] button for the section to which you wish to add. Simply enter the text, click on the “cite” arrow, pull down the “journal” tab, and add the PubMed ID (PMID). The tool will automatically format the reference based on the PMID. You can follow the same process with the ISBNs of books.

ADDRESSING CRITICISM

Wikipedia has been criticized as much of its content originates from anonymous authors. Anonymity has both positive and negative aspects. On the positive side, it forces one’s sources to stand on their own. On the negative side, readers remain unaware of potential editor biases; for example, there were issues with pharmaceutical companies removing “negative” material pertaining to medications they produced.4 Anonymous editing, however, is optional: some, including myself, edit under their own name. Wikipedia is currently encouraging greater transparency in the editing community.

Wikipedia has received criticisms for its non-peer reviewed process.14 However, this is not entirely true. Wikipedia has an article grading scale, and for an article to be included in the two highest grades (good article and featured article), it must pass review standards. The good article status requires an independent review by a single other editor to verify that it has no obvious problems. For featured article status, a review by multiple editors is required to verify that the article reaches a professional standard. Out of all medical articles as of June 2011, only 62 were featured articles, and 106 were good articles.10 These can be determined by a gold star or green plus in the right upper corner of the article respectively.

Some have questioned Wikipedia’s reliability as a source of medical information, including a 2009 paper which concluded that it was unsuitable for use by medical students.15 On the other hand, a 2011 analysis found that Wikipedia was appropriate for nursing students since many articles were well referenced to the peer reviewed literature.16 Regardless, Wikipedia is what people are using, for better or for worse. Rather than complain about reliability, we can take this opportunity to improve its quality.

CONCLUSION

Wikipedia is a frequently used source for medical information, a fact often under-appreciated by academia, and has yet to reach its full potential. Greater involvement of the broader medical community is required to make sure our colleagues and patients get the quality content they deserve. The volunteers at Wikipedia Medicine would love to see our healthcare professionals join us. Come write with us: the next printed article your patient comes in with may be yours.
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